
 
 
 

 
SPAGHETTI ALLE VONGOLE 
 
MISE EN PLACE 
 

• Fill a large pot with water, for cooking the pasta. 
 
 
 
SPAGHETTI ALLE VONGOLE (serves 4-6) 
Recipe by KATHRYN JOEL 
 
400g dry pasta, spaghetti or linguine* 
5 tbsps extra-virgin olive oil 
4 garlic cloves, crushed 
2 large shallots, finely chopped 
85g cherry tomatoes, chopped 
1 fresh red chili, seeded and chopped (Thai, or Fresno, depending on your spice 
tolerance) 
1 fresh yellow chili, seeded and chopped (or use two red chilis) 
800g small clams, cleaned 
Large handful Italian flat-leaf parsley 
60 ml dry white wine 
100g unsalted butter 
zest of 2 lemons and lemon juice to taste 
salt to taste 
 
NOTE: We will be using a black Nero di Seppia Pasta, such as Rustichella Linguine al 
Nero di Seppia 
 
• Complete your mise en place so that you can prepare the sauce while your pasta 

cooks. 
• Cook the pasta in plenty of rapidly boiling, generously salted water. Reserve some 

of the cooking water when you drain the pasta. 
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• Meanwhile heat the olive oil in a wide pan with a tight-fitting lid, then sauté the 
shallots and chili pepper for a few minutes until softened. 

• Add the garlic and cook stirring briefly, just until fragrant and softened. 
• Add the clams, half the parsley and the wine to the pan, season with salt and 

pepper, then turn the heat to high and cover the pan. 
• Cook for 4-5 minutes, shaking the pan or stirring occasionally, until all of the 

clams have opened. 
• Using a slotted spoon, remove the clams from the pan and set aside. 
• Reduce the cooking broth, then gradually whisk the butter into the broth, stirring 

well over a low heat, then add the pasta and stir to coat the pasta.  
• Add the cooked pasta to the sauce, adding pasta cooking water as needed. 
• Adjust the seasoning with salt and lemon juice to taste and stir in the lemon zest, 

remaining parsley and most of the clams. 
• Arrange the pasta in bowls then top with the remaining clams, and serve. 
 
 
EQUIPMENT 
Cutting boards and knives 
Bowls 
Measuring spoons 
Wok 
Pot for cooking noodle 
Strainer or tongs for draining pasta / clams 
 


